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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE – from Morrie Barrett
Hi to all Members it is with regret that I advise of the passing of Charles Grimwood,
condolences were forwarded to his family on your behalf. Charles will be
remembered and missed at all the events he regularly attended in NSW.
Also we send our warm regards to Max Hollingsworth’s family on the passing of their
father. Stuart Hollingsworth has advised that he will be taking over his dad’s
membership.
John Pickles has also been on the sick list, however he is well on the way to recovery
and whilst he is not running I understand that John has started his daily walks.
I travelled to Inverell to catch up with the long distance travelers Rob and Lois Lewis on their return journey to WA
and was able to introduce them to Bruce and Barbra Holder and Ken and Ruth Clayton at Bundara.
Whilst driving to Inverell on Tuesday 17th July, I noticed a Simca at Guya stopped and had a talk to the passengers
guess who Ken and Ruth from Bundara, it’s a small world.
Whilst at the French Car Day Silverwater Park last
Sunday two enquires were made regarding membership
and the purchase of P60’s, I contacted a chap in
Kempsey who has a P60 Stn Wagon on full registration
and wishes to sell it, I will check the vehicle out in the
next week or two hopefully as the Grand Large is being
driven Home.
Margaret and I enjoyed our river cruise and can
recommend you put it on your bucket list.
We look forward to catching up at Albury our AGM on
Saturday 27 October 2012.

Morrie Barrett
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From the Editor’s Desk – Rob (and Lois) LEWIS
Hello again to all our SIMCA enthusiasts!
Our Life Member, John Pickles, had some health problems while we were away but tells us he is
well on the mend now. We send him our love and best wishes for a speedy recovery.
How time flies when you are on a trip! 15 weeks travelling and over
15,000 kms I am now back in Perth to put this edition together (with
Lois’s help). Our trip started when we left Perth on March 14 and
drove across the Nullarbor to South Australia. We drove through South
Australia to Mt Gambier and then on to Warnambool. We then headed
inland to Queenscliffe (near Geelong) to stay for a few days. In the
planning of this trip we wanted make sure that we attended the French
Car Day in Melbourne. It was wonderful to catch up with other members and enjoy a
sausage sizzle and cup of coffee. We had the chance to put some faces to names of
people we had not previously met as well as have a chat with Stephen Maloney the
Victorian Representative. Pat Smith mentioned that she had not been that well, so we
send her our best wishes and hope she is feeling much better now.
Our big trip included a visit to Tasmania to visit family and friends. While we were there I called in to say hello
to Iain and Leila Dyer. Iain mentioned he has a number of projects to get finished. He told me these were a
Fangio style race car as well as some other cars including a Mark II
Jaguar and some boats. It appears he will be kept very busy! Iain and
Leila were in good spirits and I had an enjoyable time with them.
After one month in Tassie we
sailed back across Bass
Strait on the Spirit of
Tasmania and headed north
along the east coast towards
Tuross Head to see Geoff
and Ros Rose for a few days.
We left our caravan at Geoff
and Roz’s home and drove to
Canberra to stay for a few nights. Canberra was a highlight of our
trip. Whilst we were there we managed to visit the National War
Memorial where Rob was able to source some information regarding
his father’s service history as a navigator in the Royal Australian Air Force during World War II. His father served
in the 100 Squadron (Beauforts) in New Guinea.
Roz and Geoff were incredible hosts and we thoroughly enjoyed spending time with them and getting to know
them both. It was hard to say goodbye after such a great time. We had lots of laughs and some delicious meals
whilst we were there. I am sure Geoff and Roz will be lifelong friends and we will make sure we keep in touch.
We headed north up the coast to Wollongong. People who live in Australia have a fabulous coastline to holiday
on – right from South Australia through to Noosa Heads (this is as far north as we went). We had a couple of
weeks in Brisbane staying with Rob’s sister and her husband before heading towards Inverell where we met up
with Morrie.
Morrie was excited to show us his Grand
Large – all painted and re-trimmed. We
also had the chance to meet up with
Bruce and Barbara Holder at their farm
in Inverell. Bruce has a large shed full
of Simca cars and parts - I (Rob) felt like
a kid in a lolly shop! Morrie also drove us
to Bundarra where we had the
opportunity to meet new members Ken
and Ruth Clayton.
Ken and Ruth
recently purchased a 90A from Bruce
and they were very excited to show it to us. Ken mentioned that 55 years ago he
owned a 90A and fondly remembers the great feeling when driving this car.
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We then left Inverell and headed south through the country towards
Parkes, Forbes and then onto Mildura. In Mildura we stayed a gorgeous
caravan park sitting on the banks of the mighty Murray River. The
Murray is the world's seventh largest river and one of the world's
longest navigable rivers, the Murray River has a long and important
history to the people of Australia. We took an enjoyable and very
interesting morning cruise on the paddlesteamer PS Melbourne. Our
next overnight stop was at Nurioopta where we managed to meet up
and have a meal at the local pub with Graham and Sarah Powell.
Graham and Sarah are the newly appointed South Australian
representatives– it was a great night filled with lots of laughs and
happy memories.
We then made tracks for home, stopping at Quorn (near Port Augusta). It
was now time to make our way to Ceduna and the trip towards home
across the Nullarbor. It blew and poured with rain all the way to Ceduna.
Rob was very keen to complete
the Nullarbor Links Golf Course
(the World’s Longest Golf Course)
on our way home so we
purchased the entry cards at the
visitor centre in Ceduna.
According to the Nullarbor Links
website it states: The 18-hole par 72 golf course spans 1,365 kilometres with
one hole in each participating town or roadhouse along the Eyre Highway, from
Kalgoorlie in Western Australia to Ceduna in South Australia. Each hole includes
a green and tee and somewhat rugged outback-style natural terrain fairway. The
course provides a quintessential Australian experience and a much-needed activity/attraction for travellers along the renowned
desolate highway. (Or so they say!!!!).

After travelling 15,350kms we can honestly say we feel so lucky and blessed to have been able to complete this
amazing trip. We have managed to catch up with family and some old friends on our travels. As well we have
been so fortunate to make some new friends along the way including a number of Simca enthusiasts. We have
managed to see so much of this beautiful, amazing country – but really we have seen such a small amount –
there is still so much to see! Providing we have the health and finances in the coming years – hopefully we will
have the opportunity to see more and meet more of you on our next travels. Our apologies to those members
where time or distance did not allow us to call in and say hello.

With Barbara & Bruce Holder at Inverell

With Ruth and Ken Clayton at Bundarra

PS… I saw this truck for sale near Clare in South Australia – Anyone
interested in doing a restore??? - Only Joking!!!
The picture on the cover of this issue is from a Simca brochure given
to me by Bruce Holder. You will notice the price of the cars at the
time – how things change! In this next issue I will include some
information from the brochure.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT by Geoff Rose
Got back last night from a very enjoyable, sunny French Car Day in Sydney; hosted as always
very active Peugeot Car Club of NSW. During the course of the day there was mention
made of the upcoming AGM on 27th October in Albury and what issues people
might like to raise for discussion/decision. Please give some thought to
matters that concern you and pass them on to me so they can be included on
the agenda (not that you can’t bring it up on the day but some important stuff
might need a little time for thought!).

by the

As mentioned in my last report, I did indeed get Rob and Lois’s help to produce new Club Membership Cards - done
in the comfort of home while they passed through with their van on their epic “west to east and back trip of a
lifetime!” All should now have received them and noted that they do not have the year on them - your receipt for
your annual subscription shows that and when you don’t get Swallow Tales anymore you will get the message,
hopefully, that you are no longer “financial”.
Things on the Logo front seem to have settled with lawyers writing to lawyers, as they do, and charging money for
it. Let’s hope all that stuff is behind us and we can just be a group of people that enjoy each other’s company and
the French cars we own!
The use of Electronic Fund Transfer into our club bank account seems to be working well and an increasing number
of members have used this method since they were advised of the details.
(Bendigo Bank BSB 633-108 Account Number 135 350 668 with name so I can work out who it’s from)
We are now also able to transfer funds to any account thereby saving on postage and the hassles of posting things.
Finally, as use of the internet grows and search engines seem to be able to find just about anything, the Club is
receiving copious amounts of snail/ email information and invitations to attend meetings and rallies etc. Rather
than try to identify which members would like to know what, I am going to start sending this stuff to State reps for
their info and decision. I don’t expect our New Zealand friends will need to know too much about Oz events and I
am certain that they have plenty of their own events to keep them occupied!
Safe motoring Simcaites,
See some of you at the AGM,

Geoff Rose
Secretary/Treasurer
16 July 2012


As retired Service Manager, Rob Lewis was driving his old SIMCA down the
freeway, his mobile phone rang. Answering, he heard Lois’s voice urgently warning
him, 'Rob, I just heard on the news that there's a car going the wrong way on the
freeway. Please be careful!'
'Botheration, 'said Rob, 'It’s not just one car. It’s hundreds of them!'
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NEW ZEALAND REPRESTATIVE’S REPORT by Colin Smith
Greetings fellow ‘somecaringthings’
Firstly I must thank John and Evelyn Pickles for taking Ivan under their wing while he was in WA. To use Ivan’s own words “a very lovely
couple” - Aren’t all Simca owners? It was big experience for him.
On the 11th March we attended annual
display by the British and European car
clubs. We had a new stand this year thanks to Morrie Barrett we flew the
club’s banner. I think that was the
reason we won best individual display.
On the 25th March New Zealand came
into line with Australia and changed give
way rules at intersections. That is how I
learnt them at age 15 when I got my first
licence.
On the 18th April I was in the shed working on another Austin 7 when I heard a familiar sound and up the drive came a green 1501 station
wagon with Peter and Quinn grinning from ear to ear. It was good to see them in a happy state. Richard Davies has the motor out of the
Versailes and attending to its internals. In between Simcas, I have been panelbeating, fitting a new clutch gearbox to a boarding Austin (7).
In late march I spent an hour in the cardiac department at hospital and I watched and listened to my ticker on a computer screen. Interesting
but nothing out of place because I’ve heard nothing since!
Things came to a head in the middle of May for Ivan. We had to get him back to start a job on the 21 st. So
another visit to travel agent - the best deal was to leave Perth
at midnight 19/20th. Fly to Sydney then to Christchurch and
arrive at Napier at 8pm - onto the red carpet then home for a
little sleep. Then on the job at 7am, of course the v8 had to be
used for the state occasion.
On the 2nd July after a short battle with cancer of the blood
our shih-tzu poodle cross ‘Goldie’ of 11 years passed away.
So you can see that we have had a very up and down time
lately. Goldie is sadly missed by our other little blind dog at 13
years - a cousin to Goldie.
Some of you may have seen some photos of three Simcas in a shed covered with bird
droppings. They are now in residence at Simca Owner’s Place. Two will dismantled, while the
white 1301 will be returned to service as it is a’ lefthooker’ - very rare in this part of the world.

Cheers Colin / Lucy and Ivan / Jan
Some Car this SIMCA
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NSW REPRESTATIVE’S REPORT by Barbara Scanes
Hi from NSW -

On Sunday July 15 quite a few of our members
were in attendance at the French Car Day at Silverwater Park in
Sydney. The weather was great and there was an excellent roll up of
cars from an Amilcar, Citroen, Peugeot, Renault, Simca and a Facel
Vega to name just a few.
John and Madeleine Brown and Jan and Ian Powell were there with
their Matras, Keith Reddacliff with his Vedette and Morrie Barrett, Geoff
Rose and Barbara and Don Scanes in their Arondes. It was great to
see the three cars
side by side again as
they were so often on
the WA Trek.
We
caught up with Geoff Lee who had driven his Renault Caravelle down for the
day. It was lovely meeting up with our South Australian members Mel and
Gelske Rogers who had come over from Whyalla especially for the French Car
Day and to meet up with us NSW members. Morrie and Geoff met up with them
on Saturday and went out to for a meal. Mel is restoring a Vedette and Keith
was able to give him lots of pointers. The quote of the day from Mel ”I should
have flown over so as to get back quicker to start work on the Vedette.”
Rosemary and Ian McKill also came in their modern as Ian is having problems
with the brakes on his car.
Morrie Barrett reports that his
Grande Large is almost finished and is only weeks away from coming home.
Congratulations to Margaret and Morrie on the arrival of their first Grandson named
Nathaniel. Our best wishes go to Roger Skeers who has recently had a triple bypass and we wish him a speedy recovery.
It is with regret that we announce the
loss of a great friend and member
Charles Grimwood. Charles had a
passion for old cars and sailing. He
had a Simca Aronde and an MGB and
actively participated in both clubs. He
was sadly missed at the French Car Day this year as he was a regular attendee of
this day. Our thoughts are with Yvonne in the months ahead.
Don and I are participating in the Bay to Birdwood run this year in our Austin 7 and
hope that we might catch up with members in South Australia while we are in the
area. The following week we will be in Tanunda for the Austin 7 Rally.
th

Looking forward to our weekend in Albury for our AGM on October 27 and hope to see many of you there.

Happy motoring! Barbara Scanes - NSW Representative
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Western Whispers – WA State Representatives Report - By John Pickles
Greetings to our fellow members across the sandy desert and further across the wet ditch. How this last
four months has quickly slipped by and non-other to appreciate this would be our now famous members
of “The Ro & Lo Travelling Caravan Show”, Rob and Lois Lewis. For those fortunate enough to have
received the emailed six part episode of their journey across Australia would by now have experienced
the warmth and humour of this wonderful couple who we are fortunate to have not only as fellow club
members but editors of our “Swallow Tales”.
I must make an apology to those good friends and fellow members who I may have neglected over the
last couple of months and also thank the many who offered their wishes for my speedy recovery. For some
time I had experienced a back problem that had only got worse and the time had come when it required
surgery, I was admitted to hospital on the 4th June for the surgery and what was to be a 4 - 6 day stay.
Well, as they say one can be the unlucky player, unfortunately the surgery did not go to plan, bad for me
the nerves were cut and a blood clot developed on the nerve end resulting in an extremely painful time
until they decided after twelve days to take me back into surgery to remove the clot, what a relief that
was. A month on and I still have very little feeling from the waist down on the right side and it will still be a
few weeks before I should be able to drive. The most frustrating part of all this is in the fact that I have a
Vedette motor sitting upside down awaiting a crankshaft regrind. I had finally sorted all the problems on
the “Versailles” and had got it licensed on the Friday afternoon, on Saturday I took it out for a maiden run
only to hear a slight knock in the motor which we have found to be a big-end bearing or more to the point
a worn crank, the motor is now out of the car. I have by good information been told that two fellow club
members are coming to assist (more likely to perform) the act of repairing and installing the motor.
As previously mentioned our good friend and fellow New Zealand club member Ivan Smith spent the best
part of three months working in Perth and during that period he spent a number of days with Evelyn and
me attending the “All Aussie” car show at Pinjarra. Just a couple pictures of time spent together. Believe
Ivan and Colin have now rescued another three Simca’s so they are going to be two very busy boys in the
months (or is it years) to come.

IVAN & EVELYN

IVAN & JOHN
A question frequently asked by so many people in Western Australia .......... “How is that guy down
south getting on with putting that Ford engine in the Vedette”? Well, to answer the question I best
show some proof of the progress and point out that it not only the mechanics that has the treatment
but the whole bodywork as well. I give you the email contents that I received on the 14th July.
Hello John,
Well, this morning son Dale came across and gave a hand to fit the motor to the Vedette. The front cross member, engine
mount adapters and front suspension struts have now been sandblasted and painted in black 2 pack. The Ford C10 auto trans
goes into a local auto trans specialist here in Bunbury on Monday to be serviced and have a shift kit added. The Ford 9 inch diff
(from a 1959 "Tank" Fairlane) has also been painted in black 2 pack, and if all goes well should be under the car within the week.
All of the window rubbers have been ordered from Scotts Old Auto Rubber, the windlacing from an American upholstery
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supplier and reproduction outside door handles from Dennis Carpenter Ford restoration parts, who has 1952-1956 Ford door
handles which are identical to those on a Simca Vedette. I will keep you up to date as progress continues.
Regards,
Ian.

DALE & IAN
We have been privileged to have received an invitation from the Peugeot Car Club of WA to join with
them for a display of French cars at the coming “Busselton Motorfest” to be held on Sunday,
November 25 in Busselton. The Peugeot Car Club proposes to make it a weekend event over the 2425th November with the club organising a local run on the Saturday followed by an evening dinner,
they are looking into the motel accommodation, looks as if Rob, Ian and John are interested and if
you would like more information best call Kerry Torpy on 0431301784.
Both Ian Williams and I have regular contact with a Vedette Enthusiast in Canada by the name of Jim
Marr. Jim sends us regular updates on the scene in that country and of the progress on his Vedette
Beaulieu which originated from Belgium. I have attached the latest pictures I have received just to
illustrate that nice Vedette’s do exist in the most unlikely places.

I ask you to spare a thought for our long serving member John Wilyman who at this very moment
suffering severely from the dreaded influenza virus that is sweeping the country. Like our cars, as we
get older we find it more difficult to maintain the speed.

Some Car this SIMCA
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I believe Darrel Manning attracted a lot of attention with the Simca P60 racer at the “Albany Round
the Houses” held over the long weekend in June. While the car was a little slow out of the corners it
performed with total reliability throughout the event and apart from the “I had a Simca” comment
received much attention from people asking what is was.
Guess we can’t be disappointed with the survival rate of the Simca in Australia compared with the
number of cars sold in the UK.

Iain’ Progress - Email from Leila Dyer (Tasmania)
Hi All,
Iain is continuing to progress slowly. He is walking with the aid of a stick. He went to physio on Friday and they were
really pleased with his progress. He is continuing with his exercises everyday so all in all he is progressing slowly but
surely. You never know we might see you all at the AGM. It was so nice to catch up with Rob Lewis in April, Iain really
enjoyed the chat and company.
Cheers Leila

A traffic cop pulled alongside a speeding car on the motorway. Glancing into the car,
he was astounded to see that the young lady, who was driving, was knitting.
Realising that she was oblivious to his flashing lights and siren, the
policeman wound down his window, turned on his loudspeaker and yelled,
'PULL OVER!'
NO', the young lady yelled back, 'IT's A SCARF!'

Some Car this SIMCA
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA REPRESTATIVE’S REPORT by Graham & Sarah Powell
Deux Francais Automobiles - Bastille Day 2011
The players: Aronde 90A - Henri & Celcille Montblanc
Renault 4cv – Francois Petit Miam & Claudine Neux Vetemens

The day was turning out to be pleasantly sunny and yet slightly chilly. The
SIMCA Aronde and the Renault 4cv were parked and ready for a mystery jaunt
through the Adelaide hills in our European jollopies.
Some weeks/ months before it was decided, after a few evening
ports, to take our two French cars for a spin together and what
more perfect a day than Bastille Day (14/7). The time flew, of
course, and the day was almost upon us and still last minute
repairs touch ups, etcetera to be done. The Renault, in its
resplendent yellow makeup and named Buttercup, had had its
engine and box overhauled by the owner Francois early that year.
Buttercup had been purchased recently (6 months prior) and
hadn’t travelled farther than Angaston, a distance of 20
kilometres.

Henri had acquired the
Aronde (90A) a few years previously in a slightly worn state. Last date of
registration being 1984! Since then it had been parked in a barn in Tarlee (SA)
and left to slowly return to the earth. Would it still start after sitting for so long –
sure it would! A good battery and a bit of juice and it started straight away eager
to do some miles. But a few minor things like brakes, exhaust, tyres and cooling
system overhaul/ repairs were required, amongst other things, before the
bitumen would glide gracefully by. Not to mention a stunning trio of colours
hurriedly sprayed on just for the day – red, white and blue stripes, of course!
What else???
The picnic baskets were packed, full of all things yummy and
gastronomic (in a French style of course), Claudine and
Cecille were looking resplendent in their French attire and
the day was brightening up. The first destination, Chateau
Barossa (Lyndoch), a distance of 12 k was the morning tea
break. Buttercup had earlier malfunctioned due to a faulty
fuel gauge and had run out of the all important ‘go-go juice’.
Having topped up (on the road) and again at the meeting
place, in Tanunda, it was all systems go. Reaching our
daunting top speeds of 80 kph (down-hill) we were soon
upon the chateau ready to celebrate with a bottle of French
champagne. It was truly a banquet fit for kings and queens –
duck pâté, brie, bauguettes, chicken rillette, Paris Creek
camembert, raspberry friends and to top it all off tiny cup
cakes with little French flags flying made by Claudine. Time for a quick shop, in the fabulous French gift shop at the
Chateau (sadly now closed and moved to Pt Elliott) as one does, and then off to our roast lunch destination on the edge
of the Barossa. To keep us in a French mood, while driving, we listened to Jacques Brel, Edith Piaf and the French Kiss
soundtrack on a sophisticated setup of ipod and external speaker.

Some Car this SIMCA
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The first breakdown for Elysee (check this) happened just after leaving Lyndoch. Henri popped the bonnet and peered
at the 1300 Flash engine for clues as to what might be the issue. It was determined again that a fuel problem was to
blame so more was purchased and it seemed to fix the fault – Henri was not convinced. We managed another 6 kms
and again the poor (7 hp??) SIMCA engine was being starved. So again the bonnet was popped and the two French
garbed monsieur’s poked around while the Mademoiselles were wondering if their pantihose were needed to fix the
beast. It was discovered that a blocked jet, which was easily removed, was the culprit. And so using a paper clip, which
was found in the glove box and only put there that morning, the said
blockage was removed and the two French cars, with hungry
driver/passengers sped off toward the destination.
Grand Cru, 24 kms distant, was reached with no mishap except for the
odd fogging up of Elysee windscreen created by steam from radiator
overflow being drawn into the heating circuit. The beautiful day
continued with wine and a wonderful meal consisting of bowls of
steaming French onion soup with gruyere croutons, roast beef and two
chickens with vegetable accompaniments which was undoubtedly the
best ever tasted! Dessert was a delightful tarte au tatain, with crème
fraiche and of course, cheese flushed down with some wonderful
Grand Cru wine!!
With full bellies it was decided that a hasty retreat home was
necessary due to fading light - neither the SIMCA nor the Renault had particularly brilliant lights. The carburettor
blockage did rear its ugly head again but because it was known it was quickly and easily cleaned. Later it was
determined that a lot of rust/dirt had been dislodged in the tank and lines getting past a new fuel filter and sitting
happily within the carb.
A thoroughly gay day was had by all and it was hoped to be repeated – same time next year (that day is nearly upon us
and still with a dirty tank!).

Total kilometres travelled - 91
Time taken - 7 hours
Breakdowns - 4

C’ est Fantastique!!!
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VICTORIA/TASMANIA REPRESTATIVE’S REPORT by Stephen Maloney
The French Car Festival has been the highlight of this year so far. We had a good turnout of members from
both Victoria and New South Wales with a visit from Rob and Lois Lewis
(WA) on their trip. Rob Verhagen who arrived with Morrie Barrett and
Geoff Rose was another of the interstate visitors. It was good to see a
selection of Simcas for the people to view. There was a lot of interest
in the Vedettes of Vince Parisi and Peter Walker, Morrie Barrett's P60
Wagon and Geoff Rose's P60 Sedan and lastly the lovely presented 90A
of Ray Hodge to finish off the display. Notable for their absence was
the Bagheera of John Brown and last year’s winner the Vedette of
Roger Skeers. All in all a superb turn out for a vehicle that has not been
available in Australia for nearly 50 years.

Everybody enjoyed the day with lunch being supplied by John
and Pat Smith (hamburgers were very tasty) with wine, cheese
and bread stick supplied by myself. Vince Parisi won the best
Simca prize for the day and was featured in the Citroen Car Club
of Victoria's Magazine front cover as the photo shows.
All in all a very enjoyable day was had by all who attended.

Some Car this SIMCA
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FRENCH CAR FESTIVAL - MELBOURNE
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Letter to the Editor - Richard and Lorraine Laney
Something that happened recently has blown my mind. Before I explain this, I must go back to Easter 2011.
On a trip up North to Crescent Head, at South Kempsey we spotted a blue Simca Vedette for sale (Doug
Simmons – Car Club member)./ I duly had the Vedette brought home to San Remo (promise to Lorraine – “last
restoration” – have any other wives heard this promise?)
Restoration started slowly – lots of caravan trips! Fast forward to February 2012 when the Laney’s were
holidaying at “Happy Hallidays” at Hallidays Point, just north of Forster (mid north coast of NSW). We met
members of the Great Lakes Car Club and during a discussion it was mentioned that a member had a Simca
Vedette for Sale. I went to look at the said car, decided to buy and the offer was accepted! Anybody out there
ever experienced this situation?) At this stage I must ask “why are we here? – because we love our Classic
Cars and the people who own them, whose company we enjoy”. Great Lakes Car Club has been involved with
the Zephyr Club of NSW and Twin Lakes Classic Auto Club Inc. for many years, both of which Lorraine and I are
members. (At one stage we organised a few “Christmas in July” weekends at Bucketts Way Motel, Gloucester.)
So the scene is set like people. Club member Great Lakes sells Simca Vedette to member Twin Lakes Classic
Auto Club, Zephyr Club NSW, Simca Car Club. (Sorry, have to set scene for other things to come.) Another
member of the Great Lakes Club offered the use of a car trailer to bring the car home; the caravan was taken to
Crescent Head ready for Easter Holidays so the 4-Wheel Drive was free to tow the trailer with car to home.
I hope I have painted a picture of inter-club co-operation. However, this was only part of the story.
The first Simca (blue car) was missing a lot of small parts. I made some phone calls to Vince Parisi in
Melbourne and John Pickles in W.A. (fellow club members I have not met). Vince and John put together my
wish list for missing parts and fittings. The second Simca (green car) has the engine dissembled and so needs a
gasket set to re-assemble the engine. The gaskets were purchased from Jim Withers in Melbourne, picked up
by Alec Mead (Victorian Zephyr Club) and taken to the home of Vince Parisi. Vince then took the parts and
gaskets set to the All French Day in Melbourne and gave them to Morrie Barrett, who then brought them back to
Sydney. Also at the All French Day, were Robert and Lois Lewis from W.A. who had brought along some parts
from John Pickles. These parts were also given to Morrie Barrett. Morrie emailed us to say that he was going
North to Dorrigo to visit his mother and would call in for coffee and deliver all the parts.
This story I had to tell because it demonstrates the mateship
of people in car clubs and how we can co-operate with each
other.
So now everybody knows why this has blown our minds
about friendship and co-operation between car clubs. We
hope to have the green Simca ready for the Sydney All
French Day in July.
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Letter to the Editor – Article sent in by Wayne Yeo (QLD)
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MOTORFEST – Brisbane (Rob Lewis)
My Brother-in-law (Brian) spotted this Simca at the Motorfest in Brisbane and took a couple of photos
and sent to me. GREAT looking car!



FOR SALE
1965 Simca 1000 Bertone Coupe LHD Imported from California. Inertia seatbelts, reconditioned four
wheel disc calipers, recond suspension, Two pack paint. $5,000 or best offer.

1965 Simca P60 Sedan Peugeot 307 Bucket Seats with Seat belts. The Wheel cylinders and Master
cylinder have been sleeved and drums skimmed and new linings. The boot and under the bonnet has been
painted and New Spare wheel and four rims also painted. $1,500.
There are many photos that I can email to anybody who is interested. I only really want to sell one of the
cars but job of doing the two is getting a bit much.
John2309@optusnet.com.au. Tel. 03 9561 1167. (John Smith – VIC)




PS - from the Editor……
The next issue is planned for October 2012.
A very big thank you to everyone who contributed to this
issue of Swallow Tales – very much appreciated.
If you have any articles, items or photos that you think others
members of the club would be interested in reading or
seeing please send them to Rob Lewis at:
lois.lewis@iinet.net.au.

Reminder : BOOK NOW!
Members are reminded that the Annual General
Meeting will be held:
Albury – Hume Inn Motel - Conference Room
(406 Wodonga Place, Albury Ph:0260212733)
on Saturday 27 October 2012 at 2:00pm
When making your booking please mention the Simca
Car Club. Looking forward to seeing you there!
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